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However, The Urban Whale is not
just about the Aquarium's program. One
of the most exciting features of the
North Atlantic right whale research
community is the large number of
collaborating researchers from many
institutions working toward common
conservation goals. Many of them
contributed to this book, bringing an
extraordinary diversity of expertise and
multidisciplinary approaches to the
different chapters. The Urban Whale
also demonstrates a profound level of
U.S. and Canadian cooperation; many
authors represented here are indebted
to managers and scientists of both the
Canadian Department of Fisheries and
Oceans, who facilitated extraordinary
Continued on page 2
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A lobtailing right whale on the cover of the newly
released book The Urban Whale.
Photo / New England Aquarium

We are pleased to announce the release
of The Urban Whale, a book that covers
nearly everything we know about North
Atlantic right whales in a clear and
accessible style. Our motivation for
producing this book was the twenty-fifth
anniversary of the New England
Aquarium's Right Whale Research
Program. Started in 1980, i t is one of
the longest continuously running whale
research programs in the world.

The warm, coastal waters of the southeast U.S are currently the only known
calving ground for the North Atlantic right
whale. Although
- this area is critical to
right whale mothers and their newborn
calves, it is important to remember that
this area is also utilized by a number of
other whales in the population.
Designated a "critical habitat" for this
struggling population, i t is an extremely
busy place for both vessel traffic and
right whales. Pregnant females arrive in
the area to give birth to their calves
beginning in late November and early
December. But adult males and females
(without calves) are also seen in this
habitat, and many juveniles (both male
and female) are abundant all winter long.
Each winter I am fortunate enough
to work with a group of field researchers
who, for four months, dedicate
Continued on page 2
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We are happy to report that this
winter's survey teams documented
1 9 right whale calves. One of these
themselves completely to right whale
calves died shortly after birth (see
conservation on the calving ground.
Right Whale Vessel Strikes and
Each winter the New England Aquarium's Entanglement),but the remaining 1 8
right whale research team travels to the
were seen often throughout the winter.
heart of the calving ground to help main- The survey teams kept a close eye on
the whales as they moved throughout
tain the Early Warning System (EWS).
the habitat, often crossing busy shipping
The EWS is a large network of local,
channels. Weather was a problem this
state and federal agencies and nonseason, and too often the team found
profit organizations working together to
themselves grounded due to rain, fog,
protect right whales in the Southeast
high winds or a ceiling (cloud cover) too
critical habitat. By alerting commercial,
low to fly under. This meant that right
military and recreational vessel traffic to
whales in the area would go unreported
the presence of right whales, the EWS
to the network for that day-a frustrating
reduces the potential for ship strikesand limiting factor to the surveys.
one of the leading causes of right whale
Of the 1 8 known mothers this winter,
mortality. Each day, the New England
seven calved for the first time. The
Aquarium, along with two other teams,
seven first-time mothers' ages range
takes to the skies in search of right
from 1 0 to 1 3 years. Two of the 2007
whales. Even holidays occurring during
this field season are no exception. At an mothers, Aphrodite (#1701) and Phoenix
(#1705), are also 2007 grandmothersaltitude of 1,000 feet and a speed of
1 0 0 knots the team quickly goes to
they had their first calves (#2601 and
work, searching more than 1,200 square #2605, respectively) in 1996, and this
nautical miles of ocean every day.
winter, at age 11,both # 2 6 0 1 and
The minrer fim season Began on
# 2 6 0 5 gave birth to their first calves.
December 1,2006, and ended with our
Even after 27 years of research, there
final flight on March 31, 2007. Our first
are still questions as to how long right
right whale sighting occurred on
whales remain reproductively active, so ,.
December 11,2006, and our last on
it is always very interesting when we
March 29, 2007. It was a busy season
observe females giving birth in the same
year as their previous calves give birth!
for the team (Jessica Taylor, Kara
Mahoney, Heather Nicotri, Peter Nilsson
Another mother, #3360, surprised us
and Monica Zani) and our dedicated
all when she was documented late in
the season with a calf. She was first
surveys pilots (Nate Jorgenson, Ken
seen and photographed in 2003, but
Pearson, Ron Salmon and Mike Vigus),
who spend hundreds of hours in the air
we didn't know her age or sex until
with us each winter.
this year.
Continued from page 1

Continued from page 1

progress in conservation research on
this species, and the U.S. National
Marine Fisheries Service, who have
provided support for multiple right whale
programs for many years.
Major contributions to The Urban
Whale came from the right whale
research staff at the New England
Aquarium: Amy Knowlton, Philip Hamilton,
Marilyn Marx, Moira Brown, Lisa Conger,
Elizabeth Pike, Lindsay Hall, Heather
Pettis, Monica Zani, Kerry Lagueux,
Yan Guilbault, Laura Lane Cooke and
Cynthia Browning. The North Atlantic
Right Whale Consortium provided permission to publish much of the data and
many of the photographs in this book
(collected by numerous individuals at
many institutions).
The Urban Whale is written for those
who are concerned about the future of
the oceans. There are technical pieces
in the text that are appropriate for students and professionals, but it is written
in a style tRat is accessible forgevrml
readers of science. Each chapter starts
with a personal story about a whale, a
researcher, or an encounter between
them. Right whales have many lessons
to teach us, both about their lives, and
about their home in the oceans. We
hope you enjoy it!
-

Scott Kraus, Vice President for Research, New
England Aquarium.

DL Kraus received his B.A. from College of the
Atlantic, his M.S. in biology from the University of
Ma.ssachu.setts, and a Ph.D. from the University of
New Hampshire. He has piiblirhed over 50 scientific
papers on cetacean biology and conservation, and is
adjunct faclrlry at Univ. of Mass. at Boston and the
University of Southern Maine. Kraus' recent
research is increasing1.y focused on conservation
issues faced by endangered species and habitats, and
the diflculties of identifying what animals need to
survive in an increasingly urban ocean.
Rosalind M. Rolland, Senlor Scientist

Roz is a veterinarian by training, and she received
her DVM degree from Tufts University in 1984. She
spent seveml years working with primates both in
Africa and in the U.S., then joined the World Wildlife
Fund as a Conservation Scientist where she studied
the effects of envirnnmental contaminants on wildlife
populations. Before joining the New England
Aquarium, Roz was Science Director of the Center
for Conservation Medicine at Tufts Veterinary
School. Her current research interests include
development of methods to study reprod~rctionand
to evaluate health in right whales.

Minus One (Catalog #2430), age 13, with her Rrst calf.

Photo / New Englar~d Aquarium
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A complete list of the mothers from
the 2007 calving season is below. You
may visit the New England Aquarium's
online Catalog at www.neaq.org/
rwcatalog to see and learn more about
these individuals.
Right Whale

1425
2460
1620
* 2601
1701
* 2605
1705
* 2611
1710
2614
1810
* 2642
1911
2645
2145
* 2746
* 2430
* 3360
*First-Time Mom

Age

Adult of Unknown Age
Adult of Unknown Age
Adult of Unknown Age
11

20
11
20

The University of North Carolina at
Wilmington survey team photographed
the twentieth mother/calf pair approximately 20 nautical miles offshore from
the North Carolina/Virginia border. The
mother has been identified as Catalog
#3280. She was first seen in 2002 in
the Great South Channel, and has only
been seen there several times since
then. We do not know her exact age,
and we did not know her sex until she
gave birth.
We are thrilled to adjust the total
2007 mother/calf pair count up to 20!
-L. Hall

11

Adult of Unknown Age
11
Adult of Unknown Age
11

18
11
16
10
13

Adult of Unknown Age

Editor's note:

Shortly after this article was submitted
to Right Whale Research News, we
received word from two aerial survey
teams that a nineteenth and twentieth
mother/calf pair have been sighted. It is
unknown where these mothers gave
birth, as they were not photographed on
the Southeast calving grounds this year.
The Provincetown Center for Coastal
Studies team sent us images of a
mother/calf pair that was photographed
in Cape Cod Bay. Marilyn Marx confirmed
the mother's identity as Catalog #1814.
This whale has a very unique sighting
history and we welcome and encourage
you to search for her via the online
Catalog at www.neaq.org,/rwcatalog.
She was first seen in 1988, then not
seen again until 2001-a gap of
1 3 years! Since 2001, she's been
photographed once in the southeast
U.S. The rest of her sightings were only
in the Gulf of Maine or Great South
Channel. Because of her sporadic
sighting history, her sex was unknown
until 2005, when NEAq visually
determined she was a female.

Mini Fun Fact: The NEAq aerial survey
team flies east-west transect lines every
day, weather permitting, from December
through March. In a single winter the
team flies approximately 30,000 highway miles. This is enough to fly all the
way around the earth at the equator
1.2 times!
Monica Zani, Assistant Scientist
Monica crrmc to the Aquariurn in 1993 as a noturc11isr in the marine education hoot programs. In I999
she he,qcrrr ~i.orkirr,p
cis o tvhtrlc vvc7tc.h c.cq)ttrirr. She
Oecnrne im~olvedin the Right Whale Program as an
aerial observer in 2000 and began working fir11 time
in 2002. Monica is currently the co-investigator and
project manager for the Ear1.y Wcirning Systern aerial
surveys on the calving gr0und.s in the southeast U.S.

Collaboration on the
Calving Ground: Right
Whale Biopsy and
Disentanglement Effort
By: Clay George
Not only was the 2007 right whale calving
season another productive year (see
Winter Whales), it was also a great year
for collaborative research in the southeast U.S. Following the Florida Fish and
Wildlife Commission's (FWC's) lead in
2006, the Georgia Department of
Natural Resources (GDNR) received a
$50,000 grant from the National Fish
and Wildlife Foundation to fund ongoing
right whale disentanglement and biopsy
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sampling efforts in the Southeast during
2007. The goals of the project were to
enhance GDNR's and FWC's respective
disentanglement infrastructure, obtain
training for GDNR staff in biopsy sampling techniques, collect biopsy samples
from as many new right whale calves as
possible, and foster further cooperation
among various groups that conduct right
whale research in the Southeast,
including Coastwise Consulting, FWC,
GDNR, New England Aquarium (NEAq),
NOAA Fisheries and Wildlife Trust.
The project got off to a busy start on
January 1 5 when the Wildlife Trust aerial
survey team spotted an entangled right
whale swimming 1 0 miles off St. Simons
Island, GA (see Right Whale Vessel
Strikes and Entanglements).A team of
biologists from GDNR and NOAA
Fisheries responded, and thanks to considerable help from the Wildlife Trust
and NEAq aerial survey teams, biologists
were able to attach a satellite-tracking
buoy and photo-document the entanglement. They removed a 3-foot section of
gear to be used in entanglement mitigation research. Numerous attempts were
made to free the whale but the whale
avoided all approaches and the team
was unable to cut the lines. A second
disentanglement attempt was led by
PCCS on January 24 off North Carolina,
but they too were unable to cut the
whale free. In the end, PCCS and NOAA
Fisheries assessed that the entanglement was likely not life-threatening, so
the trailing gear was reduced and the
tracking buoy removed. The exact type of
gear entangling the whale is unknown at
this time, but hook shanks, swivels and
gangions found throughout the gear
point to longline gear as a good
possibility. Difficult cases such as this
provide a perfect example of the limitations of whale disentanglement as a
conservation tool. The solution to the
right whale entanglement crisis lies not
in disentangling each entangled right
whale, but rather in reducing the source
of right whale entanglements through
more progressive fisheries management
policies. (see Proposed Rule for
Reducing Entanglements.. .)
On a more positive note, the biopsy
team collected samples from 1 4 of 1 8

right whale calves documented during
2007-the most ever collected on the
calving grounds in a single season.
Biopsy sampling was conducted aboard
two NOAA Fisheries' Zodiacs, launching
from Brunswick, GA; Fernandina Beach,
FL; Mayport, FL or St. Augustine, FL,
depending on availability of crew and
presumed distribution of whales. The
right whale mother/calf pairs were well
dispersed this year and the weather was
especially unpredictable, so the daily
logistics of choosing launch sites and
boat staff were often challenging. But
once the team was on the water and
underway, logistical hassles were
easily forgotten.
The first order of business on each
biopsy cruise was to contact the aerial
survey teams by VHF radio and obtain
locations and preliminary IDS for any
whales in the area that had yet to be
sampled. Given that the whales could be
almost anywhere within approximately
3,000 square miles of habitat, help from
the aerial survey teams was crucial to
the success of the project. Upon arriving
at a mother/calf pair, the team immediately set forth confirming the mother's
ID by taking photographs and comparing
them with ID photo sheets. Accurate
identification is especially important
when sampling mother/calf pairs
because the NOAA Fisheries research
permit only allows 1 5 right whale calf
sampling events each year. Following ID
confirmation, samples were collected
with modified floating crossbow bolts,
which remove a small plug of skin and
blubber from the whale's back or flank.
Biopsy sampling has minimal impact on
the whales and we usually observed
little or no reaction from the whale.
Samples were sent to the NOAA Center
for Marine Mammal Health at the
University of Tennessee and the NOAA
Fisheries Northeast Fisheries Science
Center at Woods Hole, MA. Samples for
genetic testing are awaiting shipment to
Trent University in Peterborough, ON.
The genetics samples are particularly
important because they contribute t o
numerous ongoing population health and
demographic studies including relatedness and paternity analyses. Likewise,
biopsy sampling on the calving grounds

provides the best opportunity to sample
non-Bay of Fundy whales. For reasons
that are poorly understood, some right
whales never migrate to the well-studied
foraging grounds in the Bay of Fundy. In
fact, where some of the non-Bay of
Fundy whales go is a complete mystery.
Darting these whales on the calving
grounds during the first few months of
life is the best way to ensure that a
genetic sample is obtained during their
lifetime. Sometimes, comparing the skin
samples of calves t o subsequently sampled non-cataloged juveniles or adults
allows us to match individuals that we
could not match using photographs.
Whether researchers are disentangling
right whales, conducting photo-identification studies, biopsy sampling, or working
toward better fisheries management
policies, collaboration is critical to right
whale research and managementespecially in this time of diminished
funding. With continued cooperation and
funding, these and other right whale
research and protection efforts will
hopefully continue for many seasons
to come.
R. Clay George, Wildlife Biologist
Clay is a rvildlife biologist with the Georgia
Department of Naturnl Reso~rrcesNongame
Conservation Section in Brrrnswick, GA. He
coorclinates the state's marine mammal program
and os.sists with shorebird, seabird and other
protected species research. Clay holds a B.A. in
Biology ctnd English from the U.of North Camlina
or Chapel Hill and a M.S. in Wildlife Ecology and
Management from the U.of Georgia, where he
stitdied shorebird reprod~tctiveecology.

Sponsored Whale Update
By: Jonathan Cunha
Thank you for sponsoring a right whale!
Your support helps us continue our mission to protect this critically endangered
species. The right whale team has been
busy monitoring the population by
analyzing and cataloging photographs
taken during the recent field seasons.
We have some news to report on four
of our six sponsored whales: Calvin
(Catalog #2223), Piper (Catalog #2320),
Snowball (Catalog #1131), and Necklace

(Catalog #1152). We have also included
a map of the sponsored whales sighted
over the past season to help you
visualize their movements.
As we reported in our December
issue of Right Whale Research News,
the aerial survey team at the
Provincetown Center for Coastal Studies
(PCCS) sighted Piper and her first calf
last April. We are happy to report that
the PCCS team has seen Piper several
times this spring, and as expected, her
calf of last year is no longer with her
(calves typically stay with the mother for
about one year). The first sighting
occurred on March 12, 2007, when one
of the PCCS shipboard surveys observed
her to the north of Cape Cod Bay. On
March 21, Piper was sighted subsurface
feeding in the zooplankton-rich waters of
Cape Cod Bay, and on March 23, she
was seen traveling with another whale.
We were also informed by PCCS that
our spunky friend Calvin has returned to
Cape Cod Bay this spring. She was seen
on February 2 1 and again the next day,
when she was subsurface traveling with
another whale. A month passed with no
sightings of her, but then on March 23
and 24, Calvin was reported to be the
focal female in Surface Active Groups
(SAG). Where did she spend those four
weeks? Was she in Cape Cod Bay the
whole time, just eluding researchers'
cameras? Or had she slipped out of the
Bay to explore the other feeding grounds
in the area? Perhaps as photos come in
from the surveys in Great South Channel
and elsewhere we'll discover the answer.
Two male sponsored whales,
Snowball and Necklace, were seen
traveling together along the coast of
South Carolina on March 12, 2007. It is
not unusual to see adult males in the
vicinity of the calving grounds (see
Winter Whales). Migrations from the
northern feeding grounds to the southeast U.S. are energetically costly for
whales, as they do not feed while
migrating. Since males are clearly not
using the warm, calm waters of the
calving ground to benefit a calf, it is
unclear to researchers why they would
travel such a long distance.
Neither Starry Night (Catalog #1028)
nor Shackleton (Catalog #2440) has
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been identified since our last newsletter,
however this does not necessarily mean
that they were not sighted. Photographs
are continually being submitted to the
Catalog and sometimes we don't identify
the whales in those photos until several
months after a field season is complete.
We will keep you updated on our
progress and on the whereabouts of the
sponsored whales in future issues of
Right Whale Research News.
We would like to thank all of the individuals, organizations and institutions
that support our mission by sponsoring
a right whale. Our success in the
conservation and protection of such a
critically endangered species is largely
due to your generous contributions!

Jonathan Cunha, Intern

Jonnthan joined the right whale tearll in November
2006 os a part-time intern. He tvorks on photonnalysis and matcliing whales to the Catalog. He
recent1)l earned o B.S. in Marine Science froin
S~rffolkUniver.~i(y,Boston. His research interests
inchccle social behuviors, ~riorir~e
ecology trnd
con\er~jntion.

Sponsorship Announcement

As of May 2007, Necklace will be retired
as a sponsored whale. We in the right
whale office rotate the animals for
sponsorship from time to time to give
you all the opportunity to learn about
and sponsor different whales.
Necklace's sightings will continue to be
available via the online Catalog at
www.neaq.org/rwcatalog and we encourage those of you who have sponsored
Necklace in the past to keep up with his
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new sightings and to use the Catabg to
learn more about the other sponsored
whales.
We are thrilled to announce that
Phoenix, #1705, is now available for
sponsorship. Phoenix, born in 1987, is
a mother and grandmother. In 1997 she
was entangled in fishing gear but managed to escape. She was named for the
mythical bird that burned but rose from
the ashes because she has survived a
serious entanglement and "returned"
from almost certain doom with only a lip
scar to show for her ordeal. Phoenix will
soon have another exciting chapter
added to the story of her life. A 50-foot
full-scale model of her will be the focal
point of a new exhibit at the
Smithsonian's National Museum of
Natural History in Washington, D.C.

Sponsored Whale Sightings April 2006
Gulf of Maine
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Right Whales, Detection
Dogs and the Urban Ocean
By: Roz Rolland, DVM
How are dogs helping with conservation
of the North Atlantic right whale? In an
article, "Faecal sampling using detection
dogs to study reproduction and health in
North Atlantic right whales (Eubalaena
glacialis)," recently published in The
Journal o f Cetacean Research and
Management (8(2):121-125, 2006), we
discuss how dogs trained to detect right
whale scat are helping us unravel the
mysteries of right whale biology and
reproduction and understand the
environmental threats to their survival.
Perhaps only 400 right whales survive
today along the heavily populated and
industrialized coast of eastern North
America. Struggling to survive in this
"urban ocean" environment, right whales
are being killed by collisions with ships
and entanglements with fishing gear. In
addition, reproduction and population
health have been very poor in some
years. The reasons for this are not obvious, but may be related to the health
impacts of living in an industrialized
coastal zone.
Right whales are difficult patients to
examine. Thus far, scientists have not
been able to restrain a living right whale
for a physical exam, take blood samples
or obtain other samples or measurements that could be used to diagnose

---

diseases or monitor the health of the
population. When a right whale dies, the
carcass is often in an advanced state of
decomposition by the time it is located
and towed to the beach for necropsy,
and very little can be learned from examining the reproductive tract or internal
organs, which are usually unrecognizable.
Until recently, there were no methods to
learn about right whale reproductive
physiology, assess stress responses,
or perform other diagnostic tests to
evaluate the health of these 50-ton
behemoths. Clearly, large whale health
assessments required a new approach.
Drawing on research that had been
conducted on terrestrial wildlife for over
a decade, we, along with Dr. Sam
Wasser's Laboratory at the University of
Washington, developed assays (an
analysis used to determine the amount
of a certain substance) to study reproduction by measuring hormones in right
whale fecal (scat) samples. By analyzing
the levels of break-down products of the
major reproductive hormones, it is possible to tell if a whale is male or female, if
a female is pregnant, if she is lactating,
and for males, if he is sexually mature.
Levels of hormones from the adrenal
glands can quantify stress the whale is
experiencing that may result from
impacts in its environment.
Scat samples are also used for
several other tests. Dr. Greg Doucette's
NOAA Lab for Marine Biotoxins uses
right whale scat t o measure their exposure to red tide (see
What i s Red Tide? side
bar) and other naturally
occurring biotoxins that
may affect health. Dr.'s
- - -- Lora Ballweber (Colorado
State University) and
Carla Panuska
(Mississippi State
University) have found
that right whales carry a
high prevalence of Giardia
and Cryptosporidia, protozoa that may be affecting
health and could originate
from ocean contamination. And by extracting

i
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Roz Rolland works with detection dog Fargo to find right whale scat In
the Bay of Fundy. photo / New England Aquarium

DNA from the fecal
samples, Roxanne Bower

What is Red Tide?
As Dr. Roz Rolland, et.al. describe in
Chapter 8 of The Urban Whale (see Just
Released...), red tide is a term used to
describe certain types of harmful algal
blooms. There are thousands of algal
species in the marine environment and a
few dozen are considered toxic. Although
not always red and not typically related
to tides, when in high enough quantities,
harmful algal blooms often create a red
or brown color in the water. Red tide can
have a range of effects, including massive fish kills, human health problems,
marine mammal and bird mortality, and
in general, alterations to the food web.

at Trent University has developed genetic
methods to tell which whale the scat
sample came from based upon genetic
profiles for the population. In short,
there is much to be learned from
examining right whale scat!
Right whale scat floats for a short
time, and originally samples were collected opportunistically (i.e., whenever
someone on a shipboard survey h a p
pened to notice some floating nearby).
However, this was relatively inefficient,
and the problem was finding enough
samples for all of these studies. This is
where the dogs became very helpful. For
several years, detection dogs have been
used to find scat samples from
endangered wildlife on land. In 2003,
NEAq researchers along with Barbara
Davenport, a professional dog trainer,
trained two dogs ("Bob" and " Fargo") to
locate right whale scat samples while
working from a boat in the Bay of Fundy.
Both dogs had previously been trained
narcotic detection dogs. The dogs
worked for a reward (to play with a
tennis ball). In our recent publication, we
showed that the dogs were more than
four times better at finding scat samples
at sea as compared to NEAq
researchers collecting samples opportunistically on the R/V Nereid while
conducting right whale surveys in the
Bay of Fundy. In addition, the dogs were
able to smell samples over a nautical
mile (6,076 feet) away! This was like a
big game of hide-and-seek to the dogs.
Their superior sense of smell made
Continued on page 7
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Thank vou!
For your generous support of
our Right Whale Research Program.
If your sponsorship has expired
(check the bottom of your
certificate), please consider an
additional donation or pass this
form on to an interested friend.

Thanks again for your support!
For moreinformation visit
www.neaq,org/rwcatalog
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O Calvin
D Starry Night
D Phoenix
D Shackleton
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Research Program? Amount Enclosed:
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Is this a gift? D Yes D No
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If yes, please complete the following:
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Recipient's name :

City, State, Zip, Country:
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City, State, Zip, Country:

Email:

Telephone:
Email:

Please mail the sponsorship package to: Me D Gift Recipient D
Payment Information

Total amount enclosed: $
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Mastercard D

Visa D

Account number:

American Express D

Discover D

Exp. Date:

Name on credit card:

-- - New England
----- Aquarium
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Signature:
To make a contribution by phone, please call 617-973-6582.
Please mail completed form to: Right Whale Research Program
New England Aquarium, Central Wharf, Boston, MA 02110
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Whales you can sponsor
Calvin (female born in 1992)

Shackleton (male born in 1994)

Calvin was orphaned at the very early age of 8 months. She
went on to survive an entanglement and, on December 30,
2004, she was sighted with her first calf. She is named for
the comic strip character from Calvin and Hobbes because
she exhibited similar traits to the youngster in the comic cleverness, persistence, friskiness and the strength to survive.

Named after the intrepid Antarctic explorer, Shackleton caused
quite a commotion when he ventured up the Delaware River to
Camden, NJ. During this adventure he was struck by a tug
boat, but he survived his ordeal and is now seen regularly on
the Bay of Fundy feeding grounds.

Phoenix (female born in 1987)

Snowball (an adult male)

Phoenix is a mother and grandmother. In 1997 she was
entangled in fishing gear but managed to escape. She was
named for the mythical bird that burned but rose from the
ashes. Phoenix has survived a serious entanglement and
"returned" from almost certain doom with only a distinctive lip
scar to show for her two-year ordeal.

Snowball got his name from a very unique scar above his left
lip that resembles a big white snowball. We do not know what
caused this scar, but it does make him easy to identify, even
from a distance. Snowball has been seen in habitats where
only a few right whales are documented yearly, such as
Jeffrey's Ledge off the coast of New Hampshire and in the
waters off Long Island.

Piper (an adult female)

Starry Night (an adult male)

Piper was first seen in 1993 and at the time was already at
least two years old. She was named for a scar on her flank
that looks like a small airplane, like the popular Piper Cub.
She had been entangled twice in a 12-year period, but was
seen in April 2005 free of gear. She was sighted with her first
calf in January 2006.

The many white scars and dots on this whale's black body
reminded researchers of the night sky, so they named him
Starry Night. He is frequently seen in courtship groups and,
with the development of new genetic techniques, we may soon
know which calves he has fathered.

Right Whales, Detection Dogs and the
Urban Ocean
Continued from page 6

them naturals for this line of work, and
detection dogs have been working in the
Bay of Fundy every summer since 2003.
Although detection dogs had been
used to find scat samples from many
terrestrial wildlife species, this was the
first time they were used on the water
for a marine mammal. Based upon the
success of this project, Sam Wasser
has now trained dogs to find scat from
Puget Sound killer whales, another
endangered whale population
experiencing many similar problems as
right whales. Thanks to Bob and Fargo,
the studies that are being performed on
scat samples have opened a new
window into our understanding of the
physiology and health of right whales.
Rosalind M. Rolland, Senior Scientist
Roz is a veterinarian by training, and .she received
her DVM degree from Tufts University in 1984. She
sperzt se~lerc~l
years working with primates both in
Africa and in the U.S., then joined the World Wildlife
Fund c1.7 CI Conservation Scientist where she studied
111eC.JJC/.Y of e/i~,ito/rtt~errrr~l
ro~rmr~ri~rri~~t.r
0 1 1 11.i1rNifi
populations. Before joining the New England
Aquarium, Roz rvus Science Director of the Center
for Corr.servotionMedicine at Tufts Veterinary
School. Her current research interests include development of method.$to strrd.~reproduction and to
evaluate health in right whales.

Right Whale Vessel Strikes
and Entanglements
By: Philip K. Hamilton
In each newsletter we provide you with
an account of whales that have died,
been hit by vessels, and entangled in
fishing gear. We do this not to depress
or discourage readers, but to emphasize
that these issues continue to be key
problems for this species.
Since our last newsletter in
December, there have been two
entangled whales sighted (one new
entanglement and one previously

known entanglement) and four deaths.
The details of these events are
provided below.
December 30,2006. Mortality.
The Wildlife Trust/Georgia Department
of Natural Resources (WT/GDNR) right
whale survey team discovered a dead
right whale floating off of Jekyll Island,
Georgia. Michael Moore from Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI),
Tom Pitchford of Florida's Fish and
Wildlife Research Institute (FWRI), Sue
Barco from Virginia Aquarium Stranding
Response Program (VAQS), Bob Bonde
from U.S.Geological Survey (USGS), and
others all converged on Fort Clinch State
Park on Amelia Island, FL, where the
carcass was towed for a necropsy. The
necropsy took place on New Years Eve
day. The whale was a 12.6-meter
(41.3-foot) male that was identified as
2-year-old #3508, the calf of #1408. He
had 2 0 z-shaped propeller cuts along
the right side of the head and back and
the cause of death was attributed to
vessel collision.
January 15,2007. Entanglement.
(known previously)
The WT/GDNR right whale survey plane
found an entangled whale approximately
1 6 miles east of Brunswick, GA. A
review of the images showed a match to
a whale seen in the Bay of Fundy last
September (see Right Whale Research
News, Volume 15, Number 2) with a
loose wrap through the mouth and line
trailing a short distance behind the tail.
Showing an exceptional response, the
first responder team was able to get a
boat out to the whale that day and
attach a telemetry buoy to the trailing
line. (see Collaboration on the Calving
Ground.. .)
Over the next nine days, the whale
traveled steadily northeast along the
coast. On January 24, another disentanglement attempt was made in Onslow
Bay off the North Carolina coast, just
northeast of Wilmington. The whale
remained evasive during the attempt,
swimming below the surface and away
from the vessel, and, as daylight faded,
it was decided to cut as much of the
trailing gear as possible and remove the

telemetry buoy. We hope to see this
whale again in the Bay of Fundy this
summer, and perhaps it will be one of
those rare cases where the gear is shed
on its own.
January 25, 2007. Mortality.
Local fishermen found a small dead right
whale floating off Ponte Vedra Beach,
FL, near Jacksonville. The NEAq right
whale aerial survey team confirmed the
species and plans were made to have
the U.S. Coast Guard tow the carcass to
Buck Island in Jacksonville. Tom
Pitchford (FWRI) arranged a landing site
and carcass transport and Bill McLellan
from the University of North CarolinaWilmington (UNCW) led the necropsy
team, including Bob Bonde (USGS), Sue
Barco (VAQS) and Blair Mase and Barb
Zoodsma from NOAA Fisheries. The
carcass was small enough to transport
to the University of Florida Veterinary
Medical Center in Gainesville for a
thorough necropsy in a controlled laboratory environment, instead of on a beach,
where the team would have had to battle
the unpredictable weather. It was a
4-meter (13.1-foot) male calf that had
either died during birth or shortly thereafter. This calf is not one of the 1 8
whose mothers are known this year. The
mother of this dead calf may eventually
be determined genetically. One female,
#1608, Morse, was in the Southeast
this year and was considered available
to be pregnant (her last calf was in
2003), but was not seen with a calf.
It will be interesting to see how the
genetics of this female and the calf
compare.
March 9,2007. Entanglement. (new)
The NOAA/NEFSC right whale aerial
survey plane sighted whale #2029
entangled in fishing gear during one of
their routine flights east of Chatham,
MA. The whale was swimming freely and
feeding. This 17-year-oldfemale, who
had given birth to her second calf last
year, had several wraps of fishing gear
going through her mouth and a buoy and
additional gear wrapped around her body
and possibly the flippers. A disentanglement attempt was launched on March
2 1 when she was re-sighted in Cape Cod

cannot be determined.
However, the shipboard
images show that the
entanglement had cut
deeply and was embedded
in the whale's rostrum (top
of the head), so that may
have contributed to
his demise.
March 30. 2007. Mortalitv.
A local fisherman found a
dead right whale floating off
the Outer Banks of North
Carolina. He radioed a
report to the U.S. Coast Guard and they
notified the stranding network. A tow
could not be arranged immediately due
to distance and difficulty finding a
necropsy site location, so the Coast
Guard put a tag on the carcass to allow
for easier relocation in future days.
Researchers from the NOAA Fisheries
lab in Beaufort collected a tissue
sample in case the carcass was not
recovered. But a chartered vessel was
able to tow the carcass to shore. A
team led by Bill McLellan (UNCW), Sue
Barco (VAQS), Teri Rowles from NOAA
Fisheries and others headed to the
Outer Banks near Avon, NC, where the
necropsy took place. The animal was a
7-8-meter male calf and was fairly
decomposed. NEAq has made a potential match to the calf of one of the
previously photographed mother/calf
pairs (see Winter Whales). However, it
is a difficult match and will take some
more time to confirm. There was
evidence of entanglement interaction
(although no gear was found on the
whale). Further analysis of the tissues
is underway. The cause of death is
currently unknown.

Michael Moore, WHOI, prepares for the necropsy of this 2 year old
male, Catalog #3508, who was found floating dead on December
3 0 , 2 0 0 6 near Brunswick, GA. This image shows some of the
propeller cuts that led researchers to determine the cause of
death was a collision with a vessel. Photo / New England Aquarium

Bay, but the whale was unapproachable
and no contact was made to either cut
lines or attach a telemetry buoy to assist
in future relocation. This animal has not
been seen for over a month and the
prognosis for her survival is uncertain.
March 25, 2007. Mortality.
A Department of Fisheries and Oceans
(DFO) patrol plane was surveying the
Hague line, the watery border between
U.S. and Canadian fishing zones, and
discovered a dead right whale surrounded by gulls. The photographs clearly
showed part of the callosity and a
fishing line exiting the right mouth. This
was all NEAq needed to identify it as
whale #1424, a large, adult male that
we have been observing for 2 6 years.
He became entangled in 2002, but his
physical condition seemed to remain
robust over the ensuing years and we
hoped he would survive the entanglement. On March 28, in a dual-nation
effort, the U.S. National Marine
Fisheries Service right whale aerial
survey plane was able to relocate the
carcass and direct a Canadian DFO
cutter to it. In growing wind and seas,
biologists onboard were able to collect
photographs, some tissue samples, and
attach a telemetry buoy to the animal for
future relocation. They were unable to
tow the carcass in the heavy seas.
Unfortunately, the weather further
deteriorated over the next several days
and the satellite tag transmissions
stopped on April 2. Despite continued
aerial survey efforts to relocate the carcass, it was not found and no recovery
effort could be attempted. Without a
necropsy, the official cause of death

May 8,2007. Entanglement. (new,
information courtesy of PCCS Atlantic
Large Whale Disentanglement Network)
The NOAA Fisheries/NEFSC aerial survey
team reported an entangled right whale
feeding with approximately 1 0 other
whales in the eastern Great South
Channel. Images and observations from
the aerial survey team indicate that the
entanglement may involve only the
mouth and does not appear to involve
the flippers or any other body part. More

photographs are needed of the right f l i p
per to confirm this. Due to fog and high
sea state subsequent aerial and vessel
searches for the whale were cancelled.
NEAq researchers were able to
identify the whale as Catalog #3260, a
female first seen in 2002. She was
seen on December 17, 2006 in the
southeast U.S. and as recently as
April 11,2007 in the Great South
Channel. No entangling line is visible
in either sighting.
Philip Hamilton, Research Scientist

Philip Hariiilton began his whale research career in
1986 at the Provinceto~v~i
Center for Constal Studier
in Provincetown, MA. He joined the Right Whrrle
Program at the Aquarium in 1989 where he now
rnan0ge.r the Pltoto-identification Catalog. In
addition to right ,vlinle research, he has also
participated in severcrl humpback ~durlestrries.
He did his mnsters work at the University ;vf
Massachusetts at Boston investigating right hale
associations. In recent years, he has been designing
the DIGITS softwnre used to mancrge right whale
images and rlnm.

Proposed Rules for
Reducing Entanglements
Drifts into Murky
Bureaucratic Waters
By: Amy R. Knowlton
Due to the backward-turning policy
wheels in the federal government, the
right whale community continues to be
frustrated by the lack of progress in
efforts to protect right whales from
entanglement. The National Marine
Fisheries Service (NMFS) has been
involved in a long and controversial rulemaking process to regulate certain lobster fishing gear to reduce the risk of
entanglement. At issue specifically is
the type of "groundline" -the line that
links a string of lobster traps together.
Presently, the typical groundline used is
floating line, which, as the name
implies, floats in the water column. This
can create an arc 30 feet above the
seafloor between each trap. Such a thin
piece of line floating in dark and murky
water is virtually invisible to whales and
they unwittingly swim right into it. Of the
gear taken off large whales during disen-
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tanglement events, at least 30 percent
has been documented as floating
groundline, with the remainder as
vertical line (the line from the seafloor to
the buoy at the surface) or of unknown
origin. By requiring these arcs of floating
groundline to be replaced with line that
rests on the seafloor, i.e. "sinking" line,
there would be a definite reduction in
entanglement risk. A whale cannot get
entangled in a line that is not in the
water column. Sinking groundline is a
critical step in creating lobster gear that
is safer for all large whales. The state of
Massachusetts has recognized these
facts and as of January 1,2007,
now requires sinking groundline in
state waters.
The rulemaking process has been
stalled in Washington, DC, because of
strong opposition by the Maine lobster
industry. As a result, NMFS is being
sued by The Humane Society of the
United States and The Ocean
Conservancy for its failure to put a
timely, effective rule in place. And now
the Maine lobster industry is threatening
to intervene in that lawsuit a s they claim
the rule will have major repercussions
on the way they do business. As this
legal controversy storms, yet two more
right whales have become severely
entangled in the past six months and
may not survive (see Right Whale Vessel
Strikes and Entanglements).
In the April 16, 2007, edition of the
Bangor Daily News (a newspaper based
in Bangor, Maine) an article about this
topic was included. Several erroneous
statements were made in the piece, and I
felt it was important to set the record
straight. I sent the newspaper the following editorial to present the facts and bring
clarity to the issue. The Bangor Daily
News printed my letter on May 2, 2007.

/
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On fishing and whales
As a right whale research scientist for
the past 25 years, I would like to offer
some perspective on the issue of right
whales and entanglement that was
detailed in the article "Lobstermen prepare for legal battle over whales"
(BDN, April 16).
The article notes that "lobstermen
are facing a significant challenge to the
Continued on page 10

Fun Fact Corner
North Atlantic right whales do not have
teeth to grab or chew their food. They
are filter feeders that strain food from
the sea using their amazing baleen.
Baleen plates are made of keratin-the
same material that makes up our hair
and fingernails-and they hang like a
curtain on either side of the whale's
upper jaw. There are about 225 plates
per side and each plate can be up to
eight feet long. On the inner edge of
every plate is a hair-like fringe. As the
whale swims through a prey patch with
its mouth wide open, water streams out
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between the plates, but the matted
fringe traps the prey (which is then
brushed off with the tongue and
swallowed). Their primary prey is the
copepod Calanus finmarchicus, a
relative of shrimp and crabs. These tiny
animals grow to be no larger than a
grain of rice. Right whales may eat up to
2,000 pounds of food per day-that's
equivalent to 8,000 cheeseburgers!
Mini fun fact: All baleen whales are
members of a suborder of whales called
Mysticetes, a Latin word meaning
"mustached whalesv'-given to them
for their hairy baleen!

Photo / Mason Welnrich, Whale Center of New England
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Photo / from The Urban Whale: North AtlanNc Rlght Whales
a t the Cmssroads, Mark Baumgartner,

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute
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Proposed Rules for Reducing
Entanglements Drifts into Murky
Bureaucratic Waters
Continued from page 9

way they have plied their trade." Lobster
fishing has in fact changed dramatically
because of technological changes in
rope manufacturing. Before 1950, rope
was made of natural fibers with a
relatively low breaking strength. With the
development of polypropylene in the mid1950s and polypropylene-polyethylene
ropes in the early 1990s, the breaking
strength of rope has increased dramatically, making whale entanglements in
lobster gear sometimes a death trap.
Concurrent with this increased
breaking strength has been an offshore

expansion of lobster fishing and the use
of heavier and larger offshore traps,
both negative impacts on right whales
throughout the Gulf of Maine.
If lobster fishing was still primarily
coastal, and still using natural fiber
lines as they did when this industry
started, it is highly unlikely the whales
would be in this mess.
The Maine Lobstermen's Association,
the lobster fishing industry, and Maine
politicians need to recognize that right
whales are at risk from any poly-blend
line, anywhere in the water column
(including the near-shore waters of
Maine). The proposed rule would
dramatically reduce the amount of line
in the water column, thereby lowering
the risk of entanglement.

Their efforts to keep this proposed
rule from seeing the light of day will
ensure that some right whales and other
large whales will continue to face a
slow, painful death in lobster gear that
is in no way the same kind of gear that
their forefathers used.
Amy Knowlton, Research Scientist
Ariry, ufter gmdrmting wit11n bachelors'degree in
G e o ~ r a p l ~ ) ~ .Boston
~ o n i U ~ ~ i ~ w r ir~
s i t1982,
y
begrrn
a.u a part-time voluriteer with the Ri,ql~tWltale
Program in 1983. She became full-time in 1988.
Anzj holds n Masters rlegrre in Marine Polic))from
the University of Rhode lslund with a foclts o~r
shippiping regrrlations and protection qf right ~vlrales
from ship strikes. Slte has a strort,? irtterest in
meslri~tgscience with policy to help develol~efecti~re
protection measures for riglzt whales.

THANK YOU!
We would like to thank all of the individuals, organizations and schools that continue to support our research wtth annual
sponsorships and donations. Your support is critical to our work and we appreciate all of your efforts. In the last year, your
generous donations have provided these important resources to our project:
Travel to and participation in implementation team meetings responsible for the recovery of right whales under the Endangered Species Act
Field supplies in support of field studies and continued updating of the right whale catalog
Travel and supplies for disentanglement efforts

